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Since the early 2000’s, people have been implementing unmanned aerial vehicles 
(drones) for various types of work that can be done from the air.  It wasn’t until 
recently that the FAA stepped in and determined that these drones were officially 
aircraft and brought them in under its jurisdiction.  Once this happened, it made 
drones almost more popular and perked up everyone’s attention that they can fly 
drones for work.  The only thing limiting people from just getting a drone and flying 
was a certain level of intimidation in approaching the FAA, an agency most had no 
experience in dealing with.   
 
It caught my attention as well.  I grew up flying hot-air balloons with my family (first 
ride, I was 4 and my first piloting, I was 12).  I grew up being taught FAA concerns, 
thought processes and terminology.  The FAA created a path to flying drones 
commercially by setting up the Section 333 Exemption.  Seeing as my worlds were 
colliding, it seemed only logical that I should take advantage of this opportunity and 
start flying drones for aerial mapping.  I spoke with the owners at CES and explained 
that I wanted to invest in this technology for both my own enrichment and to keep 
ourselves competitive.  CES is currently undergoing a multi-year overhaul of our 
computers so I was allowed to do it on my own without funding as long as I don’t 
overlap services.  I’ve been operating a sole proprietorship, Odin Aerodata, since July, 
2015 (board licensed/also fully insured) mainly for my own enrichment as well as to 
maybe someday profit from my initial risk taking investment as anyone would.  It’s 
been a pleasure to be able to use the knowledge I’ve obtained from NJIT in practice 
because I feel many surveyors in NJ don’t get an opportunity to utilize their higher-
level courses like photogrammetry or remote sensing.   
 
This is where I feel surveyors need to be staking claim.  I follow several facebook 
communities of drone operators and photogrammetric software users.  The 
photogrammetric software users tend to be filled with GIS/Surveyor types of people, 
however, the drone operators are a very wide spectrum.  Many professions have 
complaints about new drone operators trying to provide the same services they 
provide.  Professional photographers who have been doing real estate for decades and 
have invested thousands of dollars in terrestrial equipment have legitimate businesses 
they protect by following rules and regulations.  For drones, that means the 
photographers have to get licensed by the FAA.  There are drone operators who solely 
like to fly drones for fun but want to make money with them so they started selling 
real estate photos to agents.  A $800 photo shoot was now being done for $50 by a kid 
down the street who doesn’t have anything to lose.  That sector has continued down 
that path and agents will buy their own drone to get photos while still not being 
licensed by the FAA. 
 
I often see posts in these drone user groups (such as Commercial sUAS Remote Pilots) 
asking questions about elevations, datums, georeferencing, volumes and accuracy to 
name a few.  Some companies have made it as easy as possible for someone with no 



knowledge of what surveying is to prepare survey deliverables and all one has to do is 
upload their photos to a website and hours later, they’ll receive contours and a 
georeferenced orthomosaic.  Although this may be a great service for professionals, 
they’re almost advertising to encourage anyone (wedding photographer/kid down the 
street) to perform survey duties.  (I’ve attached a flyer from NJSPLS regarding specific 
duties a surveyor can perform in NJ).  Companies like Drone Deploy or Maps Made Easy 
allow users to upload photos to their servers and they’ll process them into survey/GIS 
deliverables.  Pix4D only recently began offering cloud processing as well but they 
began by offering software local to a user’s PC so the users were in control of 
processing.  The latter is how I prepare deliverables – on my own PC so I can perform 
quality assurance through more steps than just field checks after the deliverable is 
completed. 
 
There are a lot of people who have bought a drone to sell photos.  These people have 
learned that surveyors can use information from photos from the air but they don’t 
know how it works so they find these sites where they upload their photos and they 
get to download deliverables.  They see it as just another avenue to make money from 
their drone and they feel that as long as they don’t say they’re providing “surveying”, 
its fine.  These same people provide volumes and contours to surveyors who, I hope, 
verify the data. 
 
I understand that there are probably surveyors out there who have bought a drone as 
well and have thumbed their nose at the FAA rules and regulations.  I’m very certain 
they’ve thumbed their nose at the FAA over the last 5 years because I’ve come across 
information on websites over the years when in the FAA online registry, there was no 
entry for being registered/licensed - but that’s not really the jurisdiction of NJSPLS or 
the state board. 
 
It is possible for a surveyor to be licensed by the state board to perform survey duties 
and by the FAA to fly.  It’s also possible for a licensed FAA Remote Pilot to obtain 
aerial photography for a surveyor or photogrammetrist to process.  I worry that 
technology has once again moved too fast for the vast majority of surveyors.  I feel we 
lost some standing when GIS took off.  I feel we’re losing even more standing today to 
drone operators looking to get business during the week to supplement their wedding 
photography business.  In the end, we’ll only have cadastral responsibilities and there 
won’t be enough of us to make a loud enough noise to be heard when people start 
wanting to cut red tape and bypass us.  Surveying with drones is not some far-fetched 
fantasy and in fact it amazes/worries me how good of a job they can do if done 
correctly. 
 
When I’m out flying a job site, I often get asked by young inquiring minds “how can I 
get into drones and do what you do”.  My only answer is “become a surveyor”.  This 
new technology could also help bring people into surveying.  A few wedding 
photographers may even make decent party chiefs during their weekdays and still have 
time for what may become a side job of photography on the weekends.  People get 
into surveying through a myriad of circumstances; some of us even by will!  Bringing 
people who are utilizing this technology already may inspire them to continue being 
involved with surveyors.  Offering the opportunity to work with it seems to get young 
attention the most which is something I think we can all agree on that we’re lacking.  
Technology is what sparks interest in things these days.  We should push ourselves to 



embrace it, both to keep surveying interesting to people and to improve ourselves. 
 

 


